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STATE OF WISCONSIN CIRCUIT COURT  SHAWANO COUNTY 
 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 
 Plaintiff, 

 
vs. 
 
KYLE A COLLINS 
623 E SCHURZ ST 
SHAWANO, WI 54166 
DOB: 05/10/1988 
Sex/Race: M/W 
Eye Color: Hazel 
Hair Color: Brown 
Height: 6 ft 0 in 
Weight: 200 lbs 
Alias:  
 
CHRISTINE A. HENSEL 
226 E CENTER ST - LOWER 
SHAWANO, WI 54166 
DOB: 04/21/1988 
Sex/Race: F/W 
Eye Color: Hazel 
Hair Color: Brown 
Height: 5 ft 5 in 
Weight: 150 lbs 
Alias:  
 
ANDREA L HOKENSTAD 
217 E CENTER ST 
SHAWANO, WI 54166 
DOB: 05/15/1977 
Sex/Race: F/W 
Eye Color: Blue 
Hair Color: Blonde 
Height: 5 ft 3 in 
Weight: 115 lbs 
Alias:  
 
GEORGIA L JOHNSON 
218 E CENTER ST 
SHAWANO, WI 54166 
DOB: 02/19/1963 
Sex/Race: F/I 
Eye Color: Brown 
Hair Color: Black 
Height: 5 ft 4 in 
Weight: 208 lbs 
Alias:  
 
 
 
 
 

DA Case No.: 2019SH000357 

Assigned DA/ADA: Gregory A. Parker 

Agency Case No.: 18-5057 
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CRAIG A. JOHNSTON 
520 S ANDREW ST 
SHAWANO, WI 54166 
DOB: 04/06/1976 
Sex/Race: M/W 
Eye Color: Blue 
Hair Color: Blonde 
Height: 5 ft 9 in 
Weight: 210 lbs 
Alias:  
 
CONJETTA L. LAZZARO 
218 E CENTER ST 
SHAWANO, WI 54166 
DOB: 12/27/1991 
Sex/Race: F/I 
Eye Color: Brown 
Hair Color: Brown 
Height: 5 ft 2 in 
Weight: 170 lbs 
Alias:  
 
JARAL R MCCOLLUM 
218 E CENTER ST 
SHAWANO, WI 54166 
DOB: 05/22/1979 
Sex/Race: M/B 
Eye Color: Brown 
Hair Color: Black 
Height: 6 ft 00 in 
Weight: 230 lbs 
Alias: Also Known As JARAL 
ROSHARD MCCOLLUM 
 
DESIREE A. WEBSTER 
N4734 CTY RD AA 
SURING, WI 54174 
DOB: 11/23/1997 
Sex/Race: F/I 
Eye Color: Brown 
Hair Color: Brown 
Height: 5 ft 9 in 
Weight: 200 lbs 
Alias:  
 Defendant. 
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AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 

 

 
CHARGES 

 
Count 1: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER HEROIN  (> 50G), SECOND OR 
SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
to-wit: Heroin, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(d)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
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961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 2: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTION/DELIVERY OF METHAMPHETAMINE, 
SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about March 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City 
of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: 
Methamphetamine, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(e)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 3: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER COCAINE (> 40G), SECOND OR 
SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
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to-wit: cocaine, in an amount of more than 40 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(cm)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 4: POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER COCAINE  (>15 - 40G) - PTAC, AS A PARTY 
TO A CRIME, SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Desiree A. Webster, did possess with intent to 
deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Cocaine, 36.67 grams, in an amount of more than 15 grams but 
not more than 40 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1m)(cm)3, 939.50(3)(d), 939.05, 961.48(1)(a), 
973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class D Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than One 
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than twenty five (25) years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
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Count 5: POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER METHAMPHETAMINE - PTAC, AS A PARTY 
TO A CRIME, SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Desiree A. Webster, did possess with intent to 
deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, 14.72 grams, in an amount of more than 10 
grams but not more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1m)(e)3, 939.50(3)(d), 939.05, 
961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class D Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more 
than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than twenty five (25) years, or 
both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 6: POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER SYNTHETIC CANNABINOID (<=200 G) - 
PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME, SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  
JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Desiree A. Webster, did possess with intent to 
deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: synthetic cannabinoid, 27.80 grams, in an amount of not more 
than 200 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1m)(em)1, 939.50(3)(i), 939.05, 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. 
Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars 
($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) months, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
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And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 7: POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE - 2ND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE - 
PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME (As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Desiree A. Webster, having previously been 
convicted of a criminal offense relating to controlled substances, did knowingly possess a controlled 
substance, 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine or MDMA - 6 pills, in an amount of three grams or 
less, contrary to sec. 961.41(3g)(d), 939.50(3)(i), 939.05, 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and 
upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more 
than three (3) years and six (6) months, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 8: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME, 
SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Desiree A. Webster, did knowingly maintain a 
vehicle, 1997 Monte Carlo, WI Registration No. ACF3870, which is used for delivering controlled 
substances in violation of chapter 961 Wis. Stats., contrary to sec. 961.42(1), 939.50(3)(i), 939.05, 
961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more 
than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) months, 
or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
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Count 9: DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER COCAINE (<=1G), POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO 
DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR NEAR A PUBLIC POOL , 
POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR 
NEAR A YOUTH CENTER, POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR NEAR A SCHOOL, SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE, 
(As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Wednesday, May 09, 2018, in the City of Shawano, Shawano 
County, Wisconsin, did distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Cocaine, 0.8 grams, in an 
amount of 1 gram or less, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(cm)1G, 939.50(3)(g), 961.49(1m)(b)4, 
961.49(1m)(b)5, 961.49(1m)(b)6, 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class G Felony, and upon 
conviction may be fined not more than Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000), or imprisoned not 
more than ten (10) years, or both.   
 
And further, involving the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)4 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a swimming pool open to members of the public, Shawano Rec Center, a 
youth/community center/swimming pool open to public, the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed 
by law for that crime may be increased by 5 years. 
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)5 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a youth center or a community center, Shawano Rec Center, the maximum 
term of imprisonment prescribed by law for that crime may be increased by 5 years. 
 
And further, involving the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)6 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a private or public school, St. James Lutheran School and Sacred Heart 
Catholic School, the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed by law for that crime may be increased 
by 5 years. 
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively.  
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 10: DISTRIBUTION/DELIVERY OF METHAMPHETAMINE, POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO 
DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR NEAR A PUBLIC POOL, 
POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR 
NEAR A YOUTH CENTER, POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR NEAR A SCHOOL, SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE, 
(As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
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The above-named defendant on or about Wednesday, May 09, 2018, in the City of Shawano, Shawano 
County, Wisconsin, did distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, 1.4 grams, 
in an amount of 3 grams or less, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(e)1, 939.50(3)(f), 961.49(1m)(b)4, 
961.49(1m)(b)5, 961.49(1m)(b)6, 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class F Felony, and upon 
conviction may be fined not more than Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000), or imprisoned not 
more than twelve (12) years and six (6) months, or both.  
 
And further, involving the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)4 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a swimming pool open to members of the public, Shawano Rec Center, a 
youth/community center/swimming pool open to public, the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed 
by law for that crime may be increased by 5 years. 
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)5 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a youth center or a community center, Shawano Rec Center, the maximum 
term of imprisonment prescribed by law for that crime may be increased by 5 years. 
 
And further, involving the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)6 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a private or public school, St. James Lutheran School and Sacred Heart 
Catholic School, the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed by law for that crime may be increased 
by 5 years. 
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 11: DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER COCAINE (<=1G), POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO 
DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR NEAR A PUBLIC POOL, 
POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR 
NEAR A YOUTH CENTER, POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR NEAR A SCHOOL, SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE 
(As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 04, 2018, in the City of Shawano, Shawano 
County, Wisconsin, did distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Cocaine, 0.71 grams, in an 
amount of 1 gram or less, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(cm)1G, 939.50(3)(g), 961.41(1m)(b)4, 
961.41.(1m)(b)5, 961.41(1m)(b)6, 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class G Felony, and upon 
conviction may be fined not more than Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000), or imprisoned not 
more than ten (10) years, or both.  
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And further, involving the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)4 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a swimming pool open to members of the public, Shawano Rec Center, a 
youth/community center/swimming pool open to public, the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed 
by law for that crime may be increased by 5 years. 
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)5 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a youth center or a community center, Shawano Rec Center, the maximum 
term of imprisonment prescribed by law for that crime may be increased by 5 years. 
 
And further, involving the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)6 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a private or public school, St. James Lutheran School and Sacred Heart 
Catholic School, the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed by law for that crime may be increased 
by 5 years. 
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 12: DISTRIBUTION/DELIVERY OF METHAMPHETAMINE, POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO 
DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR NEAR A PUBLIC POOL, 
POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR 
NEAR A YOUTH CENTER, POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR NEAR A SCHOOL, SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE 
(As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 04, 2018, in the City of Shawano, Shawano 
County, Wisconsin, did distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, 1.15 grams, 
in an amount of 3 grams or less, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(e)1, 939.50(3)(f), 961.41(1m)(b)4, 
961.41(1m)(b)5, 961.41(1m)(b)6, 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class F Felony, and upon 
conviction may be fined not more than Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000), or imprisoned not 
more than twelve (12) years and six (6) months, or both.  
 
And further, involving the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)4 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a swimming pool open to members of the public, Shawano Rec Center, a 
youth/community center/swimming pool open to public, the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed 
by law for that crime may be increased by 5 years. 
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)5 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a youth center or a community center, Shawano Rec Center, the maximum 
term of imprisonment prescribed by law for that crime may be increased by 5 years. 
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And further, involving the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)6 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a private or public school, St. James Lutheran School and Sacred Heart 
Catholic School, the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed by law for that crime may be increased 
by 5 years. 
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 13: DISTRIBUTION/DELIVERY OF METHAMPHETAMINE, POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO 
DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR NEAR A PUBLIC POOL, 
POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR 
NEAR A YOUTH CENTER, POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER/DISTRIBUTE A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ON OR NEAR A SCHOOL,SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE 
(As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Friday, June 15, 2018, in the City of Shawano, Shawano 
County, Wisconsin, did distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, 2.05 grams, 
in an amount of 3 grams or less, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(e)1, 939.50(3)(f), 961.41(1m)(b)4, 
961.41(1m)(b)5, 961.41(1m)(b)6, 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class F Felony, and upon 
conviction may be fined not more than Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000), or imprisoned not 
more than twelve (12) years and six (6) months, or both.  
 
And further, involving the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)4 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a swimming pool open to members of the public, Shawano Rec Center, a 
youth/community center/swimming pool open to public, the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed 
by law for that crime may be increased by 5 years. 
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)5 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a youth center or a community center, Shawano Rec Center, the maximum 
term of imprisonment prescribed by law for that crime may be increased by 5 years. 
 
And further, involving the provisions of sec. 961.49(1m)(b)6 Wis. Stats., because the above offense 
occurred within 1000 feet of a private or public school, St. James Lutheran School and Sacred Heart 
Catholic School, the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed by law for that crime may be increased 
by 5 years. 
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
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County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 14: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME, 
SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  JARAL R MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 1, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City 
of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Georgia L. Johnson, did 
knowingly keep/maintain a dwelling, 218 E. Center Street, Shawano, which is used for storing or 
delivering controlled substances in violation of chapter 961 Wis. Stats., contrary to sec. 961.42(1), 
939.50(3)(i), 939.05, 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may 
be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years 
and six (6) months, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05,, which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 15: POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER NARCOTICS - FENTANYL - PTAC, AS A 
PARTY TO A CRIME, SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  JARAL R 
MCCOLLUM) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Desiree A. Webster,  did possess with intent to 
deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Fentanyl, 1.404 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1m)(a), 
939.50(3)(e), 939.05, 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class E Felony, and upon conviction may 
be fined not more than Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000), or imprisoned not more than fifteen (15) 
years, or both.  
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And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of As a Party to a Crime Man/Del Cocaine <=1G in Brown 
County Case No. 09/CF/128 convicted on 10/21/09; Possession of Narcotic Drugs in Milwaukee County 
Case No. 08/CF/6153, convicted on 02/11/09; and, As a Party to a Crime Possess with Intent to Deliver 
Cocaine <=1G in Dane County Case No. 04/CF/1144, convicted on 01/31/05. which conviction(s) 
remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be 
increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 16: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER HEROIN  (> 50G), SECOND OR 
SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
to-wit: Heroin, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(d)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possess Drug Paraphernalia in Shawano County case 
17CM132 on 06/13/17, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 17: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER METHAMPHETAMINE, SECOND OR 
SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about March 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City 
of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: 
Methamphetamine, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(e)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
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And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possess Drug Paraphernalia in Shawano County case 
17CM132 on 06/13/17, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 18: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER COCAINE (> 40G), SECOND OR 
SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
to-wit: cocaine, in an amount of more than 40 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(cm)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possess Drug Paraphernalia in Shawano County case 
17CM132 on 06/13/17, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 19: POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER COCAINE  (>15 - 40G) - PTAC, AS A PARTY 
TO A CRIME (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Jaral R. McCollum, did possess with intent to 
deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Cocaine, 36.67 grams, in an amount of more than 15 grams but 
not more than 40 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1m)(cm)3, 939.50(3)(d), 939.05, 973.046(1r) Wis. 
Stats., a Class D Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than twenty five (25) years, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
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And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 20: POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER METHAMPHETAMINE - PTAC, AS A PARTY 
TO A CRIME, SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Jaral R. McCollum, did possess with intent to 
deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, 14.72 grams, in an amount of more than 10 
grams but not more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1m)(e)3, 939.50(3)(d), 939.05, 
961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class D Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more 
than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than twenty five (25) years, or 
both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possess Drug Paraphernalia in Shawano County case 
17CM132 on 06/13/17, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 21: POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER SYNTHETIC CANNABINOID (<=200 G) - 
PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME, SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  
DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Jaral R McCollum, did possess with intent to 
deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: synthetic cannabinoid, 27.80 grams, in an amount of not more 
than 200 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1m)(em)1, 939.50(3)(i), 939.05, 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. 
Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars 
($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) months, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possess Drug Paraphernalia in Shawano County case 
17CM132 on 06/13/17, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
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surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 22: POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE - 2ND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE 
- PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Jaral R McCollum, having previously been 
convicted of a criminal offense relating to controlled substances, did knowingly possess a controlled 
substance, MDMA-Methylenedioxy Methamphetamine - 6 pills,, contrary to sec. 961.41(3g)(d), 
939.50(3)(i), 939.05, 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not 
more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) 
months, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 23: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME, 
SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Jaral R McCollum, did knowingly maintain a 
vehicle, 1997 Monte Carlo, WI Registration No. ACF3870 which is used for delivering controlled 
substances in violation of chapter 961 Wis. Stats., contrary to sec. 961.42(1), 939.50(3)(i), 939.05, 
961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more 
than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) months, 
or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possess Drug Paraphernalia in Shawano County case 
17CM132 on 06/13/17, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 24: FELONY BAIL JUMPING (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, having been charged with a felony and having been released from 
custody under Chapter 969 Wis. Stats., did intentionally fail to comply with the terms of her bond in 
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Langlade County Case No. 17/CF/232 by committing the new crime of As a Party to a Crime, 
Possession w/Intent to Deliver cocaine,, contrary to sec. 946.49(1)(b), 939.50(3)(h), 973.046(1r) Wis. 
Stats., a Class H Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars 
($10,000), or imprisoned not more than six (6) years, or both.  
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 25: FELONY BAIL JUMPING (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, having been charged with a felony and having been released from 
custody under Chapter 969 Wis. Stats., did intentionally fail to comply with the terms of her bond in 
Langlade County Case No. 17/CF/232 by violating the condition of no use or possession of controlled 
substance illegally, contrary to sec. 946.49(1)(b), 939.50(3)(h), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class H 
Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or 
imprisoned not more than six (6) years, or both.  
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 26: FELONY BAIL JUMPING (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, having been charged with a felony and having been released from 
custody under Chapter 969 Wis. Stats., did intentionally fail to comply with the terms of her bond in 
Langlade County Case No. 17/CF/232 by committing the new crimes of Possession of THC and As a 
Party to a Crime, Possession of THC, contrary to sec. 946.49(1)(b), 939.50(3)(h), 973.046(1r) Wis. 
Stats., a Class H Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars 
($10,000), or imprisoned not more than six (6) years, or both.  
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 27: FELONY BAIL JUMPING (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, having been charged with a felony and having been released from 
custody under Chapter 969 Wis. Stats., did intentionally fail to comply with the terms of her bond in 
Langlade County Case No. 17/CF/232 by committing the new crime of As a Party to a Crime, 
Possession w/Intent to Deliver Methamphetamine, , contrary to sec. 946.49(1)(b), 939.50(3)(h), 
973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class H Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten 
Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than six (6) years, or both.  
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
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surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 28: FELONY BAIL JUMPING (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, having been charged with a felony and having been released from 
custody under Chapter 969 Wis. Stats., did intentionally fail to comply with the terms of her bond in 
Langlade County Case No. 17/CF/232 by committing the new crime of As a Party to a Crime, 
Possession w/Intent to Deliver Synthetic Cannabinoid, contrary to sec. 946.49(1)(b), 939.50(3)(h), 
973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class H Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten 
Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than six (6) years, or both.  
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 29: FELONY BAIL JUMPING (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, having been charged with a felony and having been released from 
custody under Chapter 969 Wis. Stats., did intentionally fail to comply with the terms of her bond in 
Langlade County Case No. 17/CF/232 by committing the new crime of As a Party to a Crime, 
Possession w/Intent to Deliver Other Schedule I Controlled Substances, contrary to sec. 946.49(1)(b), 
939.50(3)(h), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class H Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more 
than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than six (6) years, or both.  
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 30: FELONY BAIL JUMPING (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, having been charged with a felony and having been released from 
custody under Chapter 969 Wis. Stats., did intentionally fail to comply with the terms of her bond in 
Langlade County Case 17/CF/232 by committing the new crime of As a Party to a Crime, Maintaining a 
Drug Trafficking Place, contrary to sec. 946.49(1)(b), 939.50(3)(h), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class H 
Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or 
imprisoned not more than six (6) years, or both.  
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
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Count 31: POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DELIVER NARCOTICS – FENTANYL - PTAC, AS A 
PARTY TO A CRIME, SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  DESIREE A. 
WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Jaral R. McCollum, did possess with intent to 
deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: Fentanyl, 1.404 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1m)(a), 
939.50(3)(e), 939.05, 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class E Felony, and upon conviction may 
be fined not more than Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000), or imprisoned not more than fifteen (15) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possess Drug Paraphernalia in Shawano County case 
17CM132 on 06/13/17, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 32: POSSESSION OF THC (TETRAHYDROCANNABINOLS) - 2ND AND SUBSEQUENT 
OFFENSE (As to defendant  DESIREE A. WEBSTER) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about Monday, June 25, 2018, in the Town of Waukechon, 
Shawano County, Wisconsin, having previously been convicted of a criminal offense relating to 
controlled substances, did knowingly possess a controlled substance, Tetrahydrocannabinols (THC) 
i.e., two (2) baggies Item A = 2.7 grams and Item B = 3.6 grams found on the defendant's person as 
well as one baggie containing 1.26 grams which was found inside the defendant, contrary to sec. 
961.41(3g)(e), 939.50(3)(i), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) 
months, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 33: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTION/DELIVERY OF METHAMPHETAMINE, 
SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  CRAIG A. JOHNSTON) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about April 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City of 
Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: 
Methamphetamine, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(e)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
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not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possession of Cocaine in Shawano County case 
09CM352 and convicted on 03/26/10, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the 
maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 34: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER COCAINE (> 40G), SECOND OR 
SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  CRAIG A. JOHNSTON) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about April 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City of 
Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: 
cocaine, in an amount of more than 40 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(cm)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possession of Cocaine in Shawano County case 
09CM352 and convicted on 03/26/10, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the 
maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 35: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE, SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT 
OFFENSE (As to defendant  CRAIG A. JOHNSTON) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about April 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City of 
Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, did knowingly maintain a dwelling, 520 S. Andrews Street, 
Shawano, which is resorted to by persons using, storage or distribution of controlled substances in 
violation of chapter 961 Wis. Stats., contrary to sec. 961.42(1), 939.50(3)(i), 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) 
Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars 
($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) months, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possession of Cocaine in Shawano County case 
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09CM352 and convicted on 03/26/10, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the 
maximum term of imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 36: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER HEROIN  (> 50G) (As to defendant  
GEORGIA L JOHNSON) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
to-wit: Heroin, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(d)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than 
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) years, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 37: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTION/DELIVERY OF METHAMPHETAMINE (As to 
defendant  GEORGIA L JOHNSON) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about March 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City 
of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: 
Methamphetamine, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(e)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than 
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) years, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 38: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER COCAINE (> 40G) (As to defendant  
GEORGIA L JOHNSON) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
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to-wit: cocaine, in an amount of more than 40 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(cm)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than 
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) years, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 39: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE, PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME (As to 
defendant  GEORGIA L JOHNSON) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Jaral R. McCollum, did 
knowingly maintain a dwelling, 218 E. Center Street, Shawano which is resorted to by persons using, 
storing or distributing controlled substances in violation of chapter 961 Wis. Stats., contrary to sec. 
961.42(1), 939.50(3)(i), 939.05, 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be 
fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years and 
six (6) months, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 40: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER HEROIN  (> 50G), SECOND OR 
SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  CHRISTINE A. HENSEL) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
to-wit: Heroin, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(d)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possession of THC 2+ offense Shawano County case 
09CF120 on 05/03/10, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
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And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 41: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTION/DELIVERY OF METHAMPHETAMINE, 
SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  CHRISTINE A. HENSEL) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about March 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City 
of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: 
Methamphetamine, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(e)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possession of THC 2+ offense Shawano County case 
09CF120 on 05/03/10, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 42: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER COCAINE (> 40G), SECOND OR 
SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  CHRISTINE A. HENSEL) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
to-wit: cocaine, in an amount of more than 40 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(cm)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possession of THC 2+ offense Shawano County case 
09CF120 on 05/03/10, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
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Count 43: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE, PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME,  
SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  CHRISTINE A. HENSEL) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about, January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, with Conjetta L. Lazzaro, did 
knowingly maintain a dwelling, 226 E. Center Street, Shawano which is resorted to by persons using, 
storing or distributing controlled substances in violation of chapter 961 Wis. Stats., contrary to sec. 
961.42(1), 939.50(3)(i), 939.05, 961.48(1)(b), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon 
conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than 
three (3) years and six (6) months, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(b) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possession of THC 2+ offense Shawano County case 
09CF120 on 05/03/10, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 4 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 44: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER HEROIN  (> 50G) (As to defendant  
CONJETTA L. LAZZARO) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
to-wit: Heroin, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(d)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than 
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) years, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 45: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTION/DELIVERY OF METHAMPHETAMINE (As to 
defendant  CONJETTA L. LAZZARO) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about March 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City 
of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: 
Methamphetamine, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(e)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than 
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) years, or both.  
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And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 46: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTTE/DELIVER COCAINE (> 40G) (As to defendant  
CONJETTA L. LAZZARO) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
to-wit: cocaine, in an amount of more than 40 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(cm)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than 
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) years, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 47: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME (As to 
defendant  CONJETTA L. LAZZARO) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime,  with Christine A. Hensel, did 
knowingly maintain a dwelling, 226 E. Center Street, which is resorted to by persons using, storing or 
distributing controlled substances in violation of chapter 961 Wis. Stats., contrary to sec. 961.42(1), 
939.50(3)(i), 939.05, 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not 
more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) 
months, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 48: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTION/DELIVERY OF METHAMPHETAMINE, 
SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  KYLE A COLLINS) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about March 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City 
of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: 
Methamphetamine, in an amount of more than 10 grams but not more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 
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961.41(1)(e)3, 939.50(3)(d), 961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class D Felony, and 
upon conviction may be fined not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned 
not more than twenty five (25) years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possession of Drug Paraphernalia in Shawano County 
case 06CM745, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 49: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER COCAINE (> 40G), SECOND OR 
SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE (As to defendant  KYLE A COLLINS) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
to-wit: cocaine, in an amount of more than 40 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(cm)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined 
not more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) 
years, or both.  
 
And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possession of Drug Paraphernalia in Shawano County 
case 06CM745, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 50: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE, SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE 
(As to defendant  KYLE A COLLINS) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, did knowingly maintain a dwelling, 623 E. Schurz 
Street, Shawano which is resorted to by persons storing, using and distributing controlled substances in 
violation of chapter 961 Wis. Stats., contrary to sec. 961.42(1), 939.50(3)(i), 961.48(1)(a), 973.046(1r) 
Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars 
($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) months, or both.  
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And further, invoking the provisions of sec. 961.48(1)(a) Wis. Stats., because the defendant is a 
subsequent offender, having been convicted of Possession of Drug Paraphernalia in Shawano County 
case 06CM745, which conviction(s) remain of record and unreversed, the maximum term of 
imprisonment for the underlying crime may be increased by not more than 6 years. 
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 51: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTION/DELIVERY OF METHAMPHETAMINE (As to 
defendant  ANDREA L HOKENSTAD) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about March 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the City 
of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, to-wit: 
Methamphetamine, in an amount of more than 50 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(e)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than 
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) years, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
Count 52: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT DISTRIBUTE/DELIVER COCAINE (> 40G) (As to defendant  
ANDREA L HOKENSTAD) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, conspired to distribute/deliver a controlled substance, 
to-wit: cocaine, in an amount of more than 40 grams, contrary to sec. 961.41(1)(cm)4, 939.50(3)(c), 
961.41(1x), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a Class C Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than 
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than forty (40) years, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
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Count 53: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE (As to defendant  ANDREA L 
HOKENSTAD) 
 
The above-named defendant on or about January 01, 2018 through June 25, 2018, inclusive, in the 
City of Shawano, Shawano County, Wisconsin, did knowingly maintain a dwelling at 217 E. Center 
Street, Shawano, which is resorted to by persons storing, using or distributing controlled substances in 
violation of chapter 961 Wis. Stats., contrary to sec. 961.42(1), 939.50(3)(i), 973.046(1r) Wis. Stats., a 
Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or 
imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) months, or both.  
 
And the Court may suspend the defendant's operating privileges for not less than six (6) months nor 
more than five (5) years.  If the defendant's driving privileges are already suspended, any suspension 
imposed must be served consecutively. 
 
And furthermore, invoking the provisions of Wisconsin Statute 973.046(1r), if the court imposes a 
sentence or places a person on probation, the court shall impose a deoxyribonucleic acid analysis 
surcharge, calculated as follows: (a) For each conviction for a felony, $250 (b) For each conviction for a 
misdemeanor, $200. 
 
 

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
 
 The undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath swears that he has had an opportunity to 

review the attached police reports and documents supporting this amended complaint, attached and 

incorporated herein, which are kept in the normal and ordinary course of business which your 

complainant believes to be truthful and reliable and have proven so on numerous occasions in the past 

and believes them to be accurate and reliable. 

JARAL R. MCCOLLUM "SPORT" DRUG CONSPIRACY 
 

The Shawano Police Department and Shawano County Sheriff’s Office, assisted by the Wisconsin 
Department of Justice, Division of Criminal Investigation, S/A Carroll, initiated a drug investigation of 
Jaral McCollum M/B DOB: 5/22/1979 nicknamed “Sport”.  The drug investigation began November 
2017.  In June 2018 McCollum was arrested in Shawano County with a co-conspirator, Desiree 
Webster, in possession of cocaine, heroin, Fentanyl, synthetic THC and ecstasy pills.  McCollum 
and Webster were arrested and charged for the drugs possessed.  See State vs. Jaral R. 
McCollum, Shawano County Case No. 18CF234 (now dismissed) and State vs. Desiree A. Webster, 
Shawano County Case No. 18CF235. The investigation identified the scope of McCollum's drug 
conspiracy and the investigation continued following the arrest of McCollum and Webster.   
 
The initial drug information received in around November 2017 indicated that a male black 
nicknamed “Sport” was residing on Andrews Street in Shawano and later at 218 Center Street in 
Shawano.  McCollum a/k/a, “Sport” was reportedly engaged in the sale and delivery of many types 
of controlled substances in violation of the Uniformed Controlled Substance Act.  The information 
received from numerous sources indicated that “Sport” was selling heroin, methamphetamine, 
cocaine, crack cocaine, ecstasy, marijuana and pain pills. “Sport” was identified as being a 
“pharmacy” due to the various kinds of drugs that he was selling in and around Shawano.  “Sport” 
was residing with a female known as “Mama G” in the City of Shawano.  Mama G was known to be 
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Georgia L. Johnson d.o.b. 02/19/1963 and owns/rents the residence of 218 Center Street in 
Shawano.  Johnson, a/k/a Mama G was allowing the drug activity and facilitated drug activity at her 
residence in exchange for drugs and payment of bills.  NOTE:  The drug activity at Johnson’s 
residence occurred within a 1000 feet of two K through 8 grade schools – St. James Lutheran 
School, Sacred Heart School, the St. James Lutheran Day Care Center and the Shawano 
Recreation Center.   
 
Information about McCollum’s [“Sports”] drug dealing came from multiple independent sources and 
witnesses. The following is a summary of witness information provided about McCollum’s drug 
dealing.  
 
In August 2017 DDIN111 provided information about a black male involved with drug dealing who 
was staying at 214. S. Andrews Street in Shawano.  DDIN111 advised the subject’s nickname was 
“Sport” and was selling heroin in Forest County and Shawano. The phone number provided for 
“Sport” was a 232-547-0578.   DDIN111 also advised that Sport stays at “Mama’s” house on Center 
Street with his girlfriend whose last name was Webster.  DDIN111 advised that she purchased 
heroin, or “boi”, from Sport for $40 per point, or tenth of a gram, or $60 for two points, 2/10ths of 
gram.  
 
In April of 2018, the Shawano Police Department received drug information about McCollum that 
was provided by a witness wishing to remain anonymous. The anonymous witness reported that 
Falon Spiegel was addicted to drugs and obtaining drugs from a male black with the nickname 
“Sport” who resided on Center Street in Shawano. The witness was trying to keep Falon Spiegel off 
drugs and wanted law enforcement to take action with “Sport” to eliminate a source of supply of 
drugs for Spiegel.  The anonymous witness identified other subjects involved with the drug 
operation of “Sport” including Andrea Hokenstad, Craig A. Johnston and Georgia L. Johnson, a/k/a 
Mama G.   
 
SHAWANO INFORMANT - DDIN113 INTERVIEW SUMMARY  
 
April 2018, a confidential informant in Shawano DDIN113 provided information about “Sport”.  
DDIN113 provided sufficient details to identify “Sport” as Jaral McCollum.  A confidential informant 
was developed who knew McCollum, had previous drug dealings with him and could purchase 
controlled substances from McCollum for law enforcement.   DDIN113 conducted three controlled 
buys of drugs from Jaral McCollum that were detailed in individual controlled buy reports.  
Controlled Buy #1 was conducted on May 9, 2018 for 0.8 grams of crack cocaine and 1.4 grams of 
methamphetamine.  Controlled Buy #2 was conducted on June 4, 2018 for 0.71 grams of crack 
cocaine and 1.15 grams of methamphetamine. Controlled Buy #3 was conducted on June 15, 2018 
for 2.05 grams of methamphetamine. Reports of the three buy activities were completed and a 
signed statement was obtained from DDIN113.  
 
JARAL MCCOLLUM,  a/k/a SPORT - SCOPE OF DRUG DEALING  
 
Investigators learned that McCollum’s drug activity spanned from Shawano to Forest County and to 
Winnebago County and down to Milwaukee County.  Det. Prey (SHSO) contacted Forest County 
drug investigators and learned that the Forest County Drug Investigators had an open case on 
McCollum.  Det. Sgt. Tom Robinson of the Forest County Sheriff’s Office Drug Unit advised that 
McCollum was a source of supply of heroin and cocaine in Forest County.  Det. Sgt. Robinson 
advised that McCollum arrived on a controlled buy to deliver heroin to the target that Forest County 
was buying drugs from, meaning that McCollum was the source’s source of supply for heroin.  
McCollum was stopped by law enforcement following that transaction and arrested. McCollum did 
not have drugs in his possession but did have drug paraphernalia and had a large amount of 
currency on his person.  Forest County detectives advised that they had arrested McCollum’s son, 
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Javon L. Alexander d.o.b. 10/02/1998, previously for Possession with intent to deliver Heroin and 
that Javon Alexander provided details about his father, Jaral McCollum as a drug dealer.   
 

MCCOLLUM, a/k/a SPORT - VEHICLES USED FOR DRUG DEALING 
 

The on-going surveillance that was conducted by law enforcement on McCollum during the period of 
this investigation of McCollum’s drug activity found that he utilized several different vehicles.  The 
vehicles were identified as a 1997 Chevrolet Monte Carlo black in color and a 2001 Chevrolet Monte 
Carlo red in color.  Both vehicles were registered to Falon Spiegel who resided in Shawano.  
Spiegel was interviewed by Det. Prey regarding the vehicles.  Spiegel advised that McCollum 
purchased the vehicles and had Spiegel register them in her name.  The reason McCollum 
registered the vehicle in Spiegel’s name was that she had a valid driver’s license.  Spiegel advised 
that she received crack cocaine as payment for registering and keeping insurance on the vehicles.  
 
GPS ON SPORT VEHICLES AND ARREST OF MCCOLLUM AND WEBSTER 
 
On May 24, 2018, Investigators obtained court orders for use of covert Global Positioning System 
(GPS) on the vehicles utilized by McCollum.  The purpose was to obtain further information for this 
drug investigation.  The GPS was first installed on the 1997 Chevrolet Monte Carlo on May 25, 2018 
that McCollum was using.  McCollum was using other vehicles in addition to the vehicle with the 
GPS.  A review of the GPS during the month deployed showed multiple trips to Milwaukee and back 
to Shawano.  The following is summary of some of the data derived from the GPS tracking:  
6/4/2018 travel to Milwaukee and returning to Shawano on 6/9/2018, 6/10/2018 travel to Milwaukee 
and returning to Shawano on 6/21/2018, 6/22/2018 travel to Milwaukee and returning to Shawano 
on 6/23/2018, 6/24/2018 travel to Milwaukee and returning to Shawano on 6/25/2018.   
 
The vehicle with the GPS tracking device was monitored and found to travel to Milwaukee on 
06/24/2018 and returned to Shawano on 06/25/2018.  The vehicle was stopped by law enforcement 
in Shawano and found to be operated by Desiree Webster.  The front passenger of the vehicle was 
Jaral McCollum, a/k/a Sport.  McCollum was arrested for a probation violation, and Webster was 
detained and suspected of having drugs concealed on her person.  Webster was stripped search at 
the Shawano County Jail and a correctional officer saw Webster insert a baggie into her vaginal 
area in an attempt to conceal this drug activity.  Webster was transported to the hospital in Shawano 
and eventually consented to remove the package of drugs that she had concealed inside her 
vagina.  The package contained 1.26 grams of marijuana, 36.67 grams of crack cocaine, 27.80 
grams of synthetic marijuana, 14.72 grams of methamphetamine, 1.52 grams of Fentanyl and 6 
ecstasy pills.  See, State vs. Jaral R. McCollum, Shawano County Case No. 18CF234 (now 
dismissed) and State vs. Desiree A. Webster, Shawano County Case No. 18CF235.  
 
DESIREE WEBSTER INTERVIEW SUMMARY  
 
October 8, 2018, an interview of Desiree Webster (DW) was done by Det. Gamm (SHSO) and S/A 
Carroll (DOJ-DCI).  An interview report was done by Det. Gamm.  Webster was the girlfriend of 
McCollum from October 2017 through June 25, 2018 when they were arrested with the load of 
drugs mentioned above. Webster is currently in custody in the Shawano County jail for the drug 
possession charges with McCollum from June 25, 2018.  Webster has been interviewed two times 
by investigators with her attorney.  Webster has provided significant details of the scope of 
McCollum’s drug business.  Webster made several statements against her penal interest and has 
provided numerous statements that were consistent with the facts of the investigation and/or 
corroborated by the investigation.  
 

Webster stated that she met McCollum through a friend in September of 2017.  Webster and 
McCollum then started dating.  Webster stated that McCollum initially told her that his name was 
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"Sport" and that she did not know his real name until later in the relationship. Webster was shown a 
picture of Jaral McCollum and identified him as "Sport". Webster learned that McCollum was a drug 
dealer that sold crack cocaine, powdered cocaine, and heroin.  Webster stated that McCollum was 
open about his drug business and that Webster saw McCollum bagging up drugs at the residence.  
Webster lived with McCollum at Georgia Johnson’s, [a/k/a Mama G.] house at 218 E Center St in 
Shawano.  Webster stated that she was interested in being with McCollum because he was making 
$4000-$5000 a week from dealing drugs. Webster based this amount on the fact that in October of 
2017 McCollum started having Webster count his money for him.  Webster stated that the weekly 
cash she would count for McCollum would be $2000 on the low end to $5000 on the high end. 
Webster stated that McCollum had introduced her to crack cocaine, as she had not seen crack 
before.  Webster stated that she began to use crack cocaine that she got from McCollum.   

Webster stated that McCollum has many customers in Shawano that he has known for years. 
Webster advised that McCollum started selling Methamphetamine as there was a high demand for 
meth in the Shawano area.  Webster told investigators that McCollum told her to stay away from 
crack and meth as he did not want her stealing from him. Webster told investigators McCollum and 
Webster had a discussion about selling drugs and that McCollum stated he was not going to stop 
selling drugs as he had been doing it for years and was a felon and was not able to get a real job.   

Webster stated that in September 2017 McCollum and Webster went to Milwaukee.  Webster stated 
that McCollum told Webster they were going to see his family and that he needed to "re up". 
Webster advised "re up" means to resupply your drug cache from your drug source(s) so you could 
then resell those drugs. Webster stated that McCollum purchased crack referred to as "hard", 
powdered cocaine, referred to as "soft", and heroin, referred to as "h".  Webster stated that they 
brought back 23 grams of crack, 23 grams of cocaine, and 10 grams of heroin on an average trip.  
Webster also stated that in May of 2018 McCollum started selling "ish", which is synthetic marijuana 
because it was in high demand on the Menominee reservation.   

Webster stated that McCollum told her to hide the drugs on her person because if they got stopped 
by the police that Webster would be less likely to be searched. Webster told investigators that 
McCollum told her to hide the drugs "in her pussy or in her bra", because McCollum needed to hide 
the drugs in case they got stopped.  Webster stated that she would normally hide the drugs in her 
bra. 

Webster told investigators that she made trips to Milwaukee with McCollum for drugs 2 to 3 times 
per week and that the amounts were always the same size, and the package of drugs was always 
the same.  Webster stated that between January 2018 and June 2018 she made at least 50 trips to 
pick up drugs and that she made a minimum of 2 trips a week, but sometimes 3.  Webster stated 
that McCollum would make her drive to and from Milwaukee on every trip.  There are 25 weeks 
between January 1, 2018 and June 25, 2018. Webster stated that McCollum and she started using 
Ecstasy to stay awake to be able to sell drugs. 

Webster stated that McCollum and her discussed his criminal record and the fact that McCollum is 
court ordered not to be in the Shawano area and that if he was caught McCollum would be going 
back to prison. Webster also stated that after a heroin death in Cecil, McCollum stated that he 
wanted to stop selling heroin because of people overdosing on it.  Webster told investigators that 
McCollum wanted to sell more meth than heroin for this reason.  Webster stated that meth was in 
high demand and McCollum was able to buy Meth in Milwaukee. 

Webster stated that she took a picture of McCollum while he was sitting on a bed with a large 
amount of cash fanned out on the bed.  Webster stated that she took the picture and estimated it to 
be about $2000.00 in cash on the bed.  Webster explained that the money was drug money.  
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Webster told investigators that McCollum liked to take pictures of himself with large amounts of 
cash. 

Webster stated that in the past McCollum and her were in Crandon while McCollum was selling drugs 
and was subsequently arrested. Webster stated that McCollum had Webster sell drugs for him.  
Webster advised that people would contact her for drugs and she would get the drugs for them sourced 
by McCollum.  Webster told investigators she would sell $50 and $20 bags of cocaine and synthetic 
marijuana, and crack, but did not sell meth or heroin for McCollum. 
 
Webster stated that in Milwaukee McCollum would purchase drugs from friends and family members 
and that she did not know people in Milwaukee to buy drugs from.  Webster advised that McCollum 
would drop her off and then pick her up and he would have drugs with him.  Webster stated that 
McCollum would package and wrap all the drugs together and then give the package to her to hide on 
her person when leaving to come back to Shawano.   
 
Webster stated that on every trip to Milwaukee with McCollum they would need $4500 - $5000 to buy 
more drugs.  Webster stated that she and McCollum made about $3000 per week profit and spent the 
drug money on food, clothing, etc before having to go to Milwaukee to re-supply. Webster stated that 
McCollum would go through an average of $8000 per week between buying and selling drugs, and 
spending money on traveling to Milwaukee, clothes, and living expenses. 
 
Webster stated that McCollum uses 2 cell phones: an iphone and a flip phone, to buy and sell drugs.  
One phone was an Apple iPhone with phone number 414-460-8561. The other was an LG flip phone 
with phone number 435-820-4672. Webster was in possession of an Apple iPhone model A1586, with 
IMEI number of 356978062152449, with phone number 715-280-0477. 
 
Webster stated that on the day her and McCollum were arrested (June 25, 2018), that they were on our 
way back from Milwaukee and that McCollum was setting up drug deals on both his iphone and his flip 
phone while were driving back. 
 
During the second interview with Webster she told investigators that of the 50 trips that McCollum and 
she made to Milwaukee for drugs, they didn’t start bringing back Meth until March of 2018.  Webster 
stated that between March and June of 2018 Webster and McCollum made 30 trips that included 20 
grams of Meth per trip, and that they brought back more Meth than Heroin due to the higher demand for 
meth.  Webster agreed that these 30 trips equaled 600 grams of Meth total. 
 
Based on Webster’s statements and observations regarding the 50 trips to Milwaukee for drugs that 
McCollum and Webster made between January 2018 and June, 2018, she calculated that the amount 
of drugs brought back to Shawano.  
 
Heroin; .45 pounds (7.14 ounces) - 20 trips @ 10 grams heroin per trip equals 200 grams, which 
converts to 7.14 ounces, or .45 pounds. 
 
Powdered Cocaine 2.57 pounds - 50 trips @ 23 grams per trip equals 1150 grams, which converts to 
41.07 ounces, or 2.57 pounds. 
 
Crack Cocaine 2.57 pounds - 50 trips @ 23 grams equals 1150 grams, which converts to 41.07 
ounces, or 2.57 pounds. 
 
Methamphetamine 1.34 pounds - 30 trips @ 20 grams per trip equals 600 grams, which converts to 
21.42 ounces, or 1.34 pounds. 
 
These totals do not include estimates from September, October, and November of 2017.  
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Webster told officers that their drug sales paid for a trip to Memphis where McCollum spent $7000.00 
over the course of the weekend.  Webster stated McCollum paid for the whole trip for himself, Webster, 
and two of McCollum’s friends.   
 
Webster stated that McCollum would give Georgia Johnson, a/k/a “Mama-G”, drugs when they would 
go to Milwaukee so that Johnson could sell the drugs for McCollum while we were in Milwaukee.  
Mama-G. let Webster and McCollum live with her, with the understanding that they paid the electric bill 
and McCollum would give her crack cocaine.  Webster stated this allowed McCollum to have a stable 
place to distribute drugs from and he would not have been as successful without Mama-G’s assistance. 
Webster stated that the neighbor from across the street, Andrea Hokenstad was over every day, six 
times a day to buy drugs. Webster stated that Andrea would “middle” drug purchases for McCollum and 
take some of the drugs she bought for someone else and keep it for herself.  Webster said that Andrea 
Hokenstad would buy half grams to 3.5 grams (a ball) of drugs 6 times a day.  Webster stated Andrea 
would come over to the residence and tell McCollum that she had customers that want a certain 
amount of drugs and Andrea would bring the money and purchase the drugs from McCollum, then take 
some of the drugs for herself.  Webster saw Andrea get drugs from McCollum and then break off or 
take part of the drugs for herself as a fee for setting up the deal before the drugs were sealed for the 
final customer. 
 
Webster stated that Kyle Collin’s was McCollum’s right hand man until Collins got arrested.  Webster 
said that after that date McCollum did not want anything to do with Collins. Kyle would come over by 
McCollum and give McCollum $500 - $1000 dollars for the purchase of cocaine or meth from 
McCollum. Webster witnessed Kyle tell McCollum that Kyle was reselling the drugs that he was buying 
from McCollum.  
 
Webster also identified Craig Johnston’s role in McCollum’s drug activity. Johnston would buy $500 of 
meth from McCollum and would also buy $100 cocaine for himself and use the drugs right at 
McCollum’s residence.  Webster was present when Craig would tell McCollum that he was reselling the 
drugs that be bought from him. 
 
Webster advised that McCollum would at times deliver drugs to people, to include Craig Johnston, Kyle 
Collins, and an unknown white male. Webster identified Craig Johnston from a picture S/A Carroll 
showed her.  Webster said that Craig was one of the people that talked McCollum into starting to sell 
meth because the demand was so high. 
 
Webster was asked about the relationship between McCollum, Conjetta (Connie) Lazzaro, and 
Christine Hensel.  Webster said that they were all friends before she started dating McCollum.  Lazzaro 
didn’t like Webster but Webster became friends with Christine.  Webster stated she resolved her 
differences with Lazzaro. McCollum and Webster moved in with Lazzaro and Christine for a couple of 
weeks prior to moving into Mama-G’s house which is two doors down from Christine.  Christine would 
come over and buy crack and heroin from McCollum.  Christine would come over to buy drugs and 
would get a cut of the drugs for setting up the sale, but she would never get money.  Christine would 
resell meth she bought from McCollum but she would keep the heroin that she bought for herself.  
McCollum was well aware that Christine was middling drug deals for other people and the drugs that 
she bought from McCollukm were going to other customers. 
 
Webster summarized McCollum’s operation in the following manner: McCollum would buy the drugs 
from Milwaukee and use Webster to hide them during transport.  Once the drugs were back in 
Shawano they would be distributed to other people and then resold.  The people under McCollum and 
working with McCollum included Webster, Kyle Collins, Craig Johnston, Georgia Johnson “Mama-G”, 
Conjetta Lazzaro, Christine Hensel and Andrea Hokenstad.  They would not hold onto money for 
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McCollum but they would set up sales for large amounts of drugs for McCollum.   They would bring 
sales or people to McCollum and they would then profit from those sales.   
 

GEORGIA L. JOHNSON,  a/k/a “MAMA-G” INTERVIEW SUMMARY 
 

On December 10, 2018, Detectives conducted an interview of Georgia Johnson a/k/a “Mama G”. The 
interview was a voluntary interview conducted as the Shawano Police Department.  During the 
interview Ms Johnson advised that she lives as 218 Center Street in Shawano and has for 12 years.  
Johnson advised that knows “Sport” as Jaral McCollum and McCollum’s girlfriend as Desiree Webster.  
Johnson allowed McCollum to stay at her residence in exchange for paying the electric bill which he did 
one time in the year that he stayed with her. Johnson advised that McCollum bought her shoes and 
would give her crack cocaine for letting McCollum stay at the apartment.  Johnson advised that 
McCollum was a drug dealer and that she knew that he sold powder and crack cocaine, heroin, 
methamphetamine, ecstasy pills and marijuana.  Johnson advised that McCollum had sold drugs from 
her residence for about a year.  Johnson advised McCollum would take a trip to Milwaukee 2 times a 
week to obtain drugs. Johnson advised McCollum would keep the drugs in his bedroom and had a 
padlock on the door. Johnson advised she went to Milwaukee one time to pick up drugs with McCollum 
and Webster. Johnson stated what she observed McCollum bringing back a golf ball size bag of 
powder and crack cocaine. Johnson also stated McCollum would bring back a half full sandwich bag of 
marijuana. An interview report was completed on the interview obtained from Johnson.  When 
Detectives went to meet with her again Johnson requested an attorney. 
 

KYLE A. COLLINS INTERVIEW SUMMARY 
 

May 17, 2018, Kyle Collins provided a Mirandized interview where he provided information about 
Jaral McCollum “Sport” and McCollum’s illegal drug business in Shawano. Collins provided 
sufficient details about McCollum to positively identify him as Jaral McCollum. Collins advised that 
he knows that McCollum was engaged in the sale and distribution of various types of illegal drugs in 
Shawano County.  Collins advised that McCollum was selling crack cocaine, powder cocaine, pain 
pills and ecstasy.  Collins advised that McCollum utilizes the residence of a female identified by 
Collins as Mama G to further his drug activity in Shawano.   Collins provided sufficient details in his 
interview to positively identify Mama G, as Georgia Johnson.  Collins advised that Georgia didn’t sell 
drugs herself but allowed McCollum to operate from her residence in exchange for bills being paid.  
Collins identified McCollum’s girlfriend as Desiree Webster and that McCollum uses Webster in 
furtherance of his drug business.  McCollum uses Webster to conceal quantities of drugs obtained 
from source of supply in Milwaukee.  Webster is used to conceal the drugs on or in her person to 
avoid law enforcement detection.  Collins advised that he is against the sale of methamphetamine 
and heroin.  Collins advised that McCollum’s son, known only as “V”, is in prison for his involvement 
with an overdose death.  Collins advised that he met McCollum in July/August 2017 through May 
2018.  Collins advised that he knows McCollum to operate a blue Chevy Monte Carlo that is used to 
travel to and from Milwaukee to obtain drugs and return to Shawano to sell/distribute the drugs.  
Collins advised that McCollum travels to/from Milwaukee for drugs to Shawano two to three times 
per week.   
 
Collins advised that McCollum sells heroin and refers to it as his “defense” because McCollum 
knows that its guaranteed income.  Collins advised that McCollum knows that heroin is addictive 
and results in returning customers.  Collins advised that he had personally observed six to eight 
people during the preceding nine months, at the time of the interview in May 2018, purchase heroin 
from McCollum.  Collins advised that he thought McCollum had 15 heroin customers.  Collins 
advised that he had personally observed McCollum cutting up and packaging brownish/gray rocks 
of heroin and package into foil squares for sale and distribution.  Collins advised that McCollum 
would produce a dozen packages of heroin for sale/distribution and had observed McCollum do that 
six to ten times.  Collins advised that McCollum packaged up heroin containing Fentanyl as well.   
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Collins advised that McCollum sells methamphetamine and personally purchased approximately 
$1000 worth of methamphetamine from McCollum at the time of the interview in May 2018.  Collins 
advised that he purchased 1.75 grams of methamphetamine for $150 - 200.  Collins advised that 
the methamphetamine purchased from McCollum did provide an intoxicating effect consistent with 
methamphetamine.  Collins identified Andrea Hokenstad as a drug customer of McCollum’s.  Collins 
advised that Hokenstad purchased methamphetamine from McCollum.   

NOTE:  Based on the $1000 estimated amount and the purchase prices it is estimated that Collins 
purchased approximately 8 grams of methamphetamine from McCollum.   

Collins advised that he knows McCollum to sell/distribute ecstasy pills.  Collins purchased five 
ecstasy pills from McCollum in February or March 2018 for $50 at the NorthStar Casino in Bowler, 
Shawano County.  Collins advised that he received an intoxicating effect from the ecstasy pills 
purchased from McCollum.  

Collins advised that he knows McCollum to sell/distribute pain pills.  Collins advised that he 
purchased 30mg Percocet pills from McCollum.  Collins advised that he paid $35 - $40 per pill.  
Collins advised that he had observed McCollum sell pills to two customers and observed the money 
exchange hands for the transaction.  Collins advised that McCollum was Collins’ source of supply 
for cocaine and crack cocaine.  Collins estimated that he has purchased $20,000 - $25,000 worth of 
cocaine from McCollum in the timeframe he was dealing with McCollum.  Collins advised that he 
had a $50 - $100 per day cocaine habit and purchased the cocaine from McCollum.  Collins advised 
that he traveled to Milwaukee with McCollum one time and purchased an ounce of cocaine from 
McCollum for $1200 and McCollum brought back his own ounce of cocaine on that trip.  

 
Note:  Based on the information provided by Kyle Collins pertaining to the cocaine and crack 
cocaine Collins conducted approximately 400 cocaine transactions totaling about 16 ounces or 1 
pound of cocaine.  400 transactions / 200 grams of crack cocaine. Furthermore, investigative 
reports document two controlled buys of cocaine from Collins at his residence that took place on  
04/04/18 and 05/01/18, during the period of the dates of 01/01/2018 through 06/25/2018.  The 
investigation shows that Collins’ source of supply of cocaine during that period of time was 
McCollum.     

ANTHONY WARRINGTON INTERVIEW SUMMARY 

 

On 10/20/2018, Anthony Warrington who resided at 522 S. Lincoln Street in Shawano was involved 
in selling heroin and/or methamphetamine from his residence.  A search warrant was obtained for 
his residence following a separate drug investigation.  Warrington was arrested during the execution 
of that search warrant and spoke with S/A Carroll briefly indicating that he was willing to cooperate 
with law enforcement.  Warrington was subsequently interviewed by S/A Carroll and Det. Prey.  S/A 
Carroll prepared an interview report of that interview.  In summary pertaining to the conspiracy of 
McCollum and others involved, Warrington advised that he knew McCollum, that he knew McCollum 
to be engaged in the sale and distribution of various types of controlled substances in Shawano, 
that McCollum would use others to sell/distribute his drugs when he was out of the area, that 
McCollum would travel to Crandon Wisconsin, that McCollum provided Warrington heroin, 
methamphetamine and crack cocaine numerous times from January 1, 2018 up to the date of 
McCollum’s arrest in June 25, 2018.  Warrington provided details of the drugs that totaled:  0.5 to 
1.0 grams of heroin and 10 grams of methamphetamine from McCollum.  
 
CRAIG A. JOHNSTON INTERVIEW 
 
On 12/11/2018, Craig Johnston (CJ) provided a voluntary interview to Lt. Prey (SHSO) and Ofc. 
Atkinson (SWPD).  Johnston advised that he is a regular powder cocaine user and stated that he 
has a $200 per week habit.  Johnston advised that his source of supply for cocaine was a Jaral 
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McCollum.  Johnston provided details of McCollum to positively identify McCollum.  Johnston 
advised that McCollum lived on Center Street in Shawano and was selling drugs from that location.  
Johnston regularly purchased 3.5 grams of cocaine at a time for $225 - $250 from McCollum three 
to four times per week and had done so for two to three months prior to McCollum’s arrest.  Based 
on the frequency, amounts and prices it estimated that Johnston purchased 84 - 168 grams of 
cocaine in a 2 to-3 month period. The largest single quantity of cocaine purchased was a quarter-
ounce of cocaine.   
 
Johnston advised that he also purchased methamphetamine from McCollum during the same time 
period and essentially the same amounts.  Based on the frequency, amounts and prices it estimated 
that Johnston purchased 84 - 168 grams of methamphetamine from McCollum in a 2 to 3 month 
period.  The largest single quantity of methamphetamine purchased was a half-ounce of 
methamphetamine for $700 - $900.  Johnston advised that he had observed McCollum in 
possession of heroin, ecstasy, marijuana oil, marijuana plant material, crack cocaine and powder 
cocaine. Johnston identified a second male black subject who was present at the house nicknamed 
“King” or “Prince” in addition to Georgia Johnson, a/k/a Mama G, and Dezzy, known to be Desiree 
Webster.  Johnston advised that he knew McCollum traveled to Milwaukee two to three times per 
week to obtain drugs and return to Shawano.  Johnston identified a red or blue Chevrolet Monte 
Carlo that McCollum would had operated to conduct drug activity. Johnston further stated that the 
amounts of drugs he purchased from McCollum were not for all him “obviously not all for me” but 
shared with “close friends”.    
 
Investigative note:  McCollum was observed operating several Monte Carlo vehicles in red, blue and 
black.   
 
According to Johnston, Desiree Webster was McCollum’s girlfriend.  Johnston advised that he 
purchased an “eight ball” or 3.5 grams of cocaine from Webster five times and purchased “eight 
ball” or 3.5 grams of methamphetamine from her two or three times.  Johnston knows that Webster 
travels with McCollum to get resupplied and return with drugs.   
 

CONJETTA L. LAZZARO INTERVIEW 
 

Conjetta “Connie” Lazzaro provided drug information regarding the drug distribution network of Jaral 
McCollum during two interviews, the first of which occurred on 12/01/2018 and a follow up interview on 
12/03/2018. The following is a summary of the information obtained during the interviews. Lazzaro 
identified herself as the domestic partner of Christine Hensel and the daughter of Georgia Johnson, 
a/k/a “Mamma G”. Lazzaro admitted to being involved with methamphetamine since approximately 
February of 2018. Lazzaro stated she was introduced by a female friend she met at a local bar. Lazarro 
then began purchasing approximately two-tenths of a gram or “2 points” per day of methamphetamine 
about three times each week. Lazzaro admitted she was a facilitator of meth and heroin for Christine 
Hensel. Lazzaro outlined her distribution from late March 2018 until July 13, 2018. Lazzaro stated she 
was selling a half ounce of meth each day roughly two days each week. Lazzaro stated her cash intake 
was approximately $1400 - 2000 each day for those two days per week. Lazzaro was purchasing a half 
ounce of meth for $500, breaking it down into tenths of a gram (known as points), and selling points for 
$10 - $15. This adds up to an ounce per week of methamphetamine that Lazzaro sold from March until 
July 13, 2018 when she was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct, bail jumping, and 
possession of cocaine.   
 
Lazzaro then began to outline her relationship with other people within the distribution network. This 
portion of Lazzaro’s interview was outlined on a person by person basis in order to accurately detail all 
the interactions Lazzaro had with each individual.   
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Lazzaro said that she had known Jaral McCollum known as “Sport” for approximately 6 years. Lazzaro 
stated she obtained powder cocaine from Jaral Mccollum. Lazzaro stated she would obtain half gram 
bags of cocaine for $50 from McCollum.  She stated McCollum would sell a gram of cocaine for $100 to 
her. Lazzaro stated McCollum would give her cocaine for free on occasion. Lazzaro stated she 
purchased around $1,000 worth (approximately 10 grams) of cocaine from McCollum. Lazzaro made 
the comment that the amount McCollum was arrested with “wasn’t shit” compared to the total volume of 
controlled substances that McCollum was selling.  Lazzaro stated that since January 1, 2018 she had 
purchased more than 1 ounce of methamphetamine directly from McCollum. Lazzaro stated she 
purchased a “ball” (roughly 3.5 grams) of methamphetamine from McCollum on one occasion and two 
half ounces on another occasion. This would make the total weight of methamphetamine Lazzaro 
purchased from McCollum to be 31.5 grams.  Lazzaro stated that McCollum would front her “balls” of 
meth to sell. McCollum would later collect $100 from Lazzaro for the ball of meth after Lazzaro had sold 
it off. Lazzaro stated she also bought points (tenth gram increments) of heroin daily from McCollum. On 
one occasion Lazzaro purchased 2 grams of heroin from McCollum directly when they were both in 
Milwaukee. On average Lazzaro stated she purchased a half gram of heroin a week from McCollum 
from February 2018 to June 2018. Lazarro advised that 2 grams a month each month from February to 
June 2018 was accurate. (10 grams of heroin purchased during that time period). Lazzaro stated she 
personally observed McCollum with a chunk of heroin golf ball size in diameter sitting on a table that he 
ground up in a grinder. Lazzaro estimated the chunk to be a couple of ounces.   Lazzaro observed this 
in Georgia’s house when McCollum was living there. Lazzaro advised she saw this in the days leading 
up to when McCollum got arrested. After Mccollum was arrested Lazzaro stated McCollum had 
contacted her from jail via phone and directed her to collect on debts for him. McCollum directed 
Lazzaro to collect money from Andrea Hokenstad and Georgia Johnson.  Lazarro also advised she had 
witnessed Kyle Collins and McCollum conduct transactions for cocaine, usually crack rocks in $50 and 
$100 bags. 

 

Lazzaro admitted to setting up buys for Christine Hensel and that Christine would then complete the 
transaction. Lazzaro stated that she would set up buys with Christine once a day. Lazzarro advised that 
she and Hensel approached Jaral McCollum about getting back into the Meth business after McCollum 
hadn’t been getting meth for a while. Lazzaro advised that she and Hensel introduced McCollum to 
Kyle Collins sometime in 2017. Lazzaro stated that Hensel and she would go on drug runs together. 
Lazzaro and Christine would each buy heroin from MCollum daily, 1-2 points (tenth grams) of heroin a 
day. Lazzaro stated she and Christine would buy meth from McCollum for the purpose of selling it to 
cover the cost of the heroin. Lazzaro stated the half ounce of meth Lazzaro had received from 
McCollum was divided up and Hensel sold her half to Hensel’s customers and Lazzaro sold her half to 
Lazzaro’s own customers. Lazzaro did state however the half ounce received from McCollum was kept 
at the house and she and Christine had sold it “partner wise”. When discussing Lazzaro and Hensel’s 
customers, Lazzaro stated that “we had a lot of people, it’s hard to name them all”. Lazzaro stated she 
would at times steal from Christine’s stash and give some meth to her mother, Georgia, for free. 
Lazzaro stated that she and Christine shared the same phone, which they would each use to buy and 
sell drugs.  When customers would stop at the residence in person, either Lazzaro or Christine would 
conduct the transaction depending on who was home. Lazzaro stated that Christine would conduct a 
couple of meth transactions per day every day at the house.  Lazzaro stated that she witnessed Hensel 
and McCollum conduct several hand to hand drug transactions. Lazzaro also mentioned that several 
times Hensel would ask Lazzaro to go over to McCollum’s residence and purchase drugs on Hensel’s 
behalf. Lazzaro also stated that after McCollum’s arrest, Hensel picked up some of Sport’s customers, 
namely Craig Johnston 
 

Lazzaro and Collins had reportedly done several drug transactions in 2017 and prior. Lazzaro stated 
they stopped doing business after Collins’ arrest on 5/02/2018. Lazzaro stated she re-connected with 
Kyle in July of 2018. Lazzaro stated she witnessed Collins and McCollum engaging in drug 
transactions. The transactions occurred both at Kyle’s house and Georgia’s house.  Lazzaro stated 
Collins would sell powder and crack cocaine to Christine Hensel in March and April. Hensel reportedly 
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bought mostly crack from Collins. Lazzaro stated Hensel would go over to Collin’s house and buy half 
grams of crack for $50. Lazzaro stated Kyle Collins also sold Meth to Lazzaro. Lazzaro stated she had 
bought a couple points of meth off of Collins. Lazzaro stated that Collins would have “shards” or large 
quantities of meth. Lazzaro estimated she had purchased a couple of grams of Meth total in 2018 from 
Kyle Collins. Collins charged Lazzaro $70-$80/gram. I then asked Lazzaro about Kyle Collin’s 
customers that she had witnessed purchase from Collins. I asked Lazzaro about how much weight of 
cocaine Kyle had moved in 2018, she responded “pounds”. Lazzaro stated she would contact people 
from the Crandon area to come to Shawano and meet with Collins and buy $100 bags (approximately 
1g) of crack from Collins. Lazzaro stated she would “middle” or connect the customers with Collins. 
Lazarro stated that she had observed “balls” of cocaine sitting out at Collins’ house and knew he was 
moving “big shit”. Lazarro said the most amount of cocaine she has ever observed out at Collins’ house 
was a half-ounce on one occasion. She described the half ounce was powder cocaine and that Collins’ 
would cook crack from the powder. 

Lazzaro stated that she purchased drugs directly from Georgia “Mamma G” Johnson about 10 times in 
2018. Lazzaro said she mostly purchased heroin from Georgia, but also purchased meth recently from 
Georgia. Lazzaro stated she would buy a point of heroin each time from Georgia for $40/pt. Lazzaro 
stated the heroin that she bought from Georgia was not Georgia’s, that the heroin was McCollum’s that 
Georgia was selling for McCollum when he wasn’t around. Lazzaro stated she had not bought Heroin 
from Georgia since McCollum was arrested. Lazzaro stated she had bought meth from Georgia since 
McCollum’s arrest. Lazzaro believes the meth she was buying from Georgia was supplied by Falon 
West and Eric Altman, who live with Georgia.   Lazzaro stated she would purchase between a point 
and a half gram of meth from her mom each time. Georgia would charge $15/pt because that was 
Falon’s going rate and Lazzaro would buy a half gram of meth for $50. Lazarro stated she purchased 
meth from Georgia between 5 and 7 times since Sport’s arrest. I asked Lazzarro about the business 
relationship between Georgia and McCollum. Lazzaro stated that if McCollum was gone Georgia would 
hold cash for McCollum. Georgia would distribute drugs for McCollum if McCollum was gone on a drug 
run. Lazzaro stated that if McCollum was gone, Georgia would keep Sport’s stash of drugs on her 
person and distribute to customers.  

Lazzaro stated Craig Johnston spends a large amount of money on cocaine and other drugs. Lazzaro 
stated Craig had reached out to Christine Hensel on Thursday 11/29/2018 or Friday 11/30/2018 about 
starting to distribute large quantities of meth together. Lazzaro stated that Craig’s only source of meth 
was her and Hensel. Lazzaro stated that on Fridays Johnston would come to her house and pay $500 
for a half ounce of meth (sold in pts). Lazzaro then later admitted that Johnston had also purchased 
powdered cocaine from Lazzaro.  

FALON SPIEGEL INTERVIEW 
 

On 11/29/2018, Falon Spiegel spoke with investigators.  The following report is a summary of the 
interview that was conducted. Spiegel provided information on drug activity over the time period from 
January 1, 2018 to the day of the interview 11/29/2018.  
 
Spiegel identified Jaral R. McCollum, also known as “Sport” and detailed her knowledge of McCollum’s 
drug activates. Spiegel advised she would contact Sport though text messages or phone calls. 
McCollum purchased 2 Chevrolet Monte Carlo’s one 1998 black in color and one 2003 red in color 
Monte Carlo.  Both vehicles were registered in Spiegel’s name. McCollum gave Spiegel $100 worth of 
crack cocaine a month to keep insurance on the both vehicles and gave her 2 bags of crack cocaine for 
her to register the vehicles. Both vehicles are still registered in her name but the black Monte Carlo no 
longer has insurance and the red Monte Carlo is in Milwaukee at an unknown location. Spiegel stated 
she had insurance on the vehicles for at least 2 to 3 months. Spiegel stated she would make 5 to 10 
purchases of crack cocaine from McCollum a week from January 1, 2018 until his arrest date on June 
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25, 2018. Spiegel stated she would usually make crack cocaine purchases at least 5 days a week and 
usually 1-2 times a day. Spiegel stated she would usually buy 0.5 grams to 1.5 grams of crack cocaine 
and pay $50 for the 0.5 grams and $150 for 1.5 grams of crack cocaine. Spiegel stated almost all of her 
crack cocaine purchases took place at the residence of Georgia Johnson, a/k/a “Mama G” on Center St 
in the city of Shawano. Spiegel stated Mama G was always present when she bought crack cocaine 
from McCollum. Spiegel stated 75% of the time Desiree Webster was present for the drug purchases. 
Spiegel stated Webster is McCollum’s girlfriend and she was also living at Johnson’s. Spiegel stated 
she made a maximum of 5 purchases of powder cocaine from McCollum. Spiegel stated the purchases 
were $50 for 0.5 grams to $250 for 2.5 grams. Spiegel stated she knows that McCollum would travel to 
Milwaukee to buy drugs and transport the drugs back to Shawano to sell. Spiegel stated McCollum 
started with 1-2 trips to Milwaukee a week and then increased to 3-4 trips per week. Spiegel stated the 
average trips per week would be 2-3 times. Spiegel stated McCollum would take the trips with Webster 
mostly but Georgia Johnson, Conjetta Lazzaro and Christine Hensel also went with McCollum. Spiegel 
stated no one was allowed in Georgia Johnson’s house when McCollum got back from a trip because 
he had to get organized, packaging the drugs for sales. Spiegel stated she knows McCollum to stop in 
Appleton and Green Bay on his way back to Shawano from Milwaukee and he would sell drugs there. 
Spiegel stated she saw the drugs when McCollum would get back from Milwaukee before he would 
divide it up for sales. Spiegel stated the drugs were usually a consistent amount. Spiegel stated she 
observed the heroin was already in foils and there was about 1/8 of a sandwich baggie full of the foils. 
Spiegel stated she observed the crack cocaine there was usually around an ounce of it and it was 
about the size of a baseball in a sandwich baggie. Spiegel said she observed the powder cocaine was 
usually around an ounce and was about the size of a baseball in a sandwich baggie. Spiegel stated the 
meth was about the size of a golf ball to a baseball in a sandwich baggie. Spiegel stated she observed 
ecstasy pills that Sport would use for personal use. Spiegel stated that McCollum did sell the ecstasy 
pills for $15 - $30 a pill. Spiegel stated she observed pain pills also and knows McCollum to sell the pills 
for $30 - $40 a pill and the pills were green and blue in color. Spiegel stated the marijuana was about 
one-half a sandwich baggie full. Spiegel stated McCollum was the “Convenience Store” for drugs. 
 
Spiegel gave information regarding Desiree Webster’s involvement in the drug operation. Spiegel 
identified Desiree Webster as McCollum’s girlfriend. Spiegel said that she would contact Webster 
though phone calls or text messages on McCollum’s cell phones. Spiegel stated Webster was used for 
storage of drugs on the trips made to Milwaukee with McCollum. Spiegel stated Webster was told to 
hide the drugs on or in her person if the police stopped them. Spiegel stated Webster would answer 
McCollum’s phone and Webster was a go between when females were making drug purchases from 
McCollum. Spiegel stated Webster would take the money from the females, get the drugs from 
McCollum, then take the drugs back to the females. Spiegel stated Webster was the record keeper for 
Sport. Spiegel stated Webster would keep track of who owed money and how much and for what 
drugs. Spiegel stated she never saw a written record but Webster would always know who owed what. 
Spiegel stated she purchased crack cocaine from Webster at least 20 times from January 1, 2018 until 
her arrest on June 25, 2018. Spiegel stated the most cocaine she purchased from Webster was 2 eight 
balls of crack (approximately 7 grams) of cocaine for $500 and the average purchase was 0.5 grams for 
$50.  
 
Spiegel provided information regarding Georgia Johnson’s involvement in the drug operation. Spiegel 
advised Georgia L. Johnson was also known as “Mama G” and she leased/rented the lower part of the 
house at 218 E Center St. Spiegel stated she would text message, call or Facebook Mama G. Spiegel 
stated there was a verbal agreement between McCollum and Webster with Johnson about living there. 
Spiegel said that McCollum and Webster would pay for the light bill and the utilities in return for living 
there. Spiegel said that Johnson was on disability or social security and Johnson would give her check 
to McCollum or Webster so they could pay the landlord the monthly rent. Spiegel said that Conjetta 
Lazzaro, who is Johnson’s daughter, would also go cash Johnson’s disability or social security check 
and then give the money to McCollum and Webster to give to the landlord.  Spiegel stated she 
purchased crack cocaine at least 10 times from Johnson. Spiegel said that the purchases were for 0.5 
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grams for $50. Spiegel said that she saw Johnson purchase drugs from McCollum. Spiegel said 
anytime Johnson would do anything for McCollum that he would pay Johnson in crack cocaine. Spiegel 
said that she observed McCollum give Johnson $50 worth of crack cocaine most mornings that Spiegel 
was there. Spiegel said that she saw Johnson purchase crack cocaine from McCollum at least 10 
times. Spiegel said that she saw Johnson smoke meth out of a light bulb at least 5 times. Spiegel 
stated Johnson was present for numerous drug transactions. Spiegel stated there was no doubt that 
Johnson knew that drugs were being sold. Spiegel said Johnson knew all the people that came to her 
house by first name or nicknames. Spiegel stated it was common for Johnson to sell drugs for 
McCollum when he was on a trip to Milwaukee. Spiegel stated she saw Johnson sell foils with heroin in 
them and crack cocaine. 
 
Spiegel provided information regarding Kyle Collins in the drug operation. Spiegel said she would 
contact Collins by text message or Facebook. Spiegel said Collins lives on Schurz Street, the second to 
last house on the dead end. Spiegel stated Collins would come to Georgia Johnson’s house to buy 
drugs from McCollum. Spiegel said that she saw Collins buy heroin, meth, crack cocaine and powder 
cocaine from McCollum. Spiegel said that she saw at least 10 drug transactions between Collins and 
McCollum where money was exchanged for drugs. Spiegel said she overheard Collins talking to 
McCollum about the heroin having fentanyl in it and heard Collins complaining about the quality of the 
product. Spiegel said that she bought crack cocaine from Collins at least 20 times from January 1, 2018 
until the day of the interview. Spiegel stated the purchases took place at Collin’s house and car and in 
her car. Spiegel said the most purchased was $100 for a gram and it was usually $50 for a 0.5 gram 
and the weight was always short. 
 
Spiegel provided information regarding Christine Hensel’s role in the drug operation. Spiegel stated 
Christine is the girlfriend of Conjetta Lazarro and they live two houses down the street towards St. 
James School from Georgia Johnson. Spiegel said Hensel uses crack cocaine or heroin. Spiegel said 
she knows Hensel bought meth and marijuana from McCollum. Spiegel said Hensel would always buy 
at least $100 - $150 worth of meth from McCollum. Spiegel said there would usually be 1 drug 
transaction a day between McCollum and Hensel. Spiegel said there were at least 5 drug transactions 
a week. Spiegel stated she physically saw cash and drugs exchanged between McCollum and Hensel. 
Spiegel stated she overheard Hensel say she was selling meth and marijuana.  
 
Spiegel provided information regarding Conjetta Lazzaro’s involvement in the drug operation. Spiegel 
said that Lazzaro is Georgia Johnson’s daughter and Hensel’s girlfriend. Spiegel stated Lazzaro and 
Hensel live on Center Street. Spiegel stated Lazzaro uses heroin and crack. Spiegel stated Lazzaro 
bought meth, heroin, crack cocaine and marijuana from McCollum. Spiegel stated Lazzaro would buy 
$100 - $150 worth of meth from McCollum about 2 to 3 times a week. Spiegel stated she physically saw 
cash exchanged for drugs between McCollum and Lazzaro.  
 
Spiegel provided information regarding Andrea Hokenstad’s role in the drug operation. Spiegel said that 
she physically saw Hokenstad buy drugs from McCollum 3 to 4 times a week and anywhere from $50 to 
$300 worth. Spiegel stated she physically saw Hokenstad buy drugs from Georgia Johnson about once 
a week and anywhere from $50 to $100 worth. Spiegel stated she physically saw Hokenstad buy drugs 
from Webster 1 or 2 times and it was $50 worth. Spiegel said that Hokenstad’s drug of choice is crack 
cocaine but she also uses meth. Spiegel stated she and Hokenstad would use drugs together.  
 
Spiegel provided information regarding Craig Johnston’s role in the drug operation. Spiegel stated 
Johnston liked powder cocaine and would use about an eight ball (3.5 grams) a day. Spiegel stated she 
introduced Johnston to McCollum. Spiegel stated she physically saw Johnston buy drugs from 
McCollum five times and the purchases were for meth and cocaine. Spiegel stated the purchases worth 
$200 to $600.  Information provided by Spiegel’s interview was detailed in a report.  
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Andrea Hokenstad (AH)  
 
Webster said that Hokenstad is a neighbor of Johnson’s where McCollum lived or stayed and that 
Hokenstad came over to see McCollum  every day for drugs.  Hokenstad middled drug purchases 
between Sport and then to Hokenstad’s customers.  She would buy ½ gram to 3.5 grams during the 
daily visits each day that she came to the house.  Sport told her that she could not bring drug 
customers over to his house. Normally Hokenstad bought drugs for cash but that she would also get 
some amounts of drugs fronted to her and then owe McCollum money.  Hokenstad would come over 
and tell us that she had customers and that she wanted a certain amount of drugs, bring money and 
purchase the drugs, take a portion and sell the rest.  
 
Johnson (Mama G) provided information about Hokenstad’s dealings that are consistent with the 
information obtained from Webster. Johnson gave information that Hockenstad would middle deals 
between McCollum and Hokenstad’s customers.     
   
Spiegel said she was present when Hokenstad would buy drugs from McCollum three to four times per 
week.  Typically $50 to $300 per week in total.  Spiegel said that Hokenstad’s drug of choice was 
cocaine but also used meth.  Spiegel said that she and Hokenstad  had used drugs together.  
   
Craig Johnston provided information stating that Hokenstad lived across from McCollum and he saw 
Hokenstad buy crack cocaine from McCollum and Webster about  between 25 and 50 times.   
 
SMS Messaging between Webster and Hokenstad:  05/2018 through 06/2018  
 
Conversations contain information that Hokenstad was seeking drugs from Webster and McCollum and 
asking Johnson (Mama G) to bring them over to her at Hokenstad’s house. (Hokenstad lived across the 
street from Johnson and McCollum during this time). 
 
The messages also show that Johnson was regularly running McCollum’s drugs over to Hokenstad’s.   
McCollum’s flip phone has messages from Mar 2018 to Jun 2018, showing that Hokenstad would 
contact McCollum directly to pick up drugs while she had customers waiting for McCollum to provide 
the drugs to Hokenstad so that she could take her cut and then deliver to her customers.   
 

JARAL R. MCCOLLUM CRIMINAL BACKGROUND 
 

A criminal history was conducted as of 12/11/2018.  The criminal history for Jaral R. McCollum M/B, 
d.o.b. 05-22-1979 shows that McCollum is a felon, has DNA on file and is disqualified from 
possession of firearms.  McCollum’s first felony offense was for Manufacture/Deliver Cocaine in 
November of 2008.  McCollum’s criminal history summary includes the following charges: 1993 – 
Aggravated Battery, 1997 - Resisting or Obstructing an Officer, 1998 – Armed Robbery, 1999 – 
Party to Robbery, 2004 – Prohibited Possession of a Firearm / Carrying a Concealed Weapon, 2004 
– Felon Poss Firearm, Man/Del Cocaine, PWID Cocaine, 2006 – PWID Cocaine, 2008 – PWID 
Heroin / 2nd-Sub, VOP, Resisting Obstructing, 2015 – Poss. THC, Substantial Battery, 2017 – PDP 
(Forest County). McCollum is a Felon and during the investigation period McCollum was on 
probation out of Milwaukee County and one of the restrictions of his probation precluded him from 
being in Shawano County.   
 
SUMMARY OF CONSPIRACY  
 
The investigation has shown that Jaral McCollum is a career Felon drug offender who established 
an illegal narcotics sales and distribution operation in Shawano County from September 2017 
through his arrest in Shawano County Case No. 18CF234 on June 25, 2018. That case was 
previously dismissed.  McCollum’s drug business was not limited to Shawano County.  McCollum 
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has been documented as conducting the same activity in Winnebago County, Fond du Lac County, 
Milwaukee County and Forest County.  McCollum was on probation from Milwaukee County during 
the period of November 2017 through June 2018.  McCollum was under investigation in Shawano 
County and elsewhere in Wisconsin.  McCollum was prohibited from being in Shawano County as a 
condition of his probation in Milwaukee County.  McCollum utilized persons’ residences in Shawano 
County to establish a base for his drug business in Shawano. These people were aware of his 
criminal drug activity, facilitated the drug business by providing the residence to operate from in 
exchange for drugs and/or money.  McCollum used other persons to hold drugs for him while he 
was out of town, sell drugs on his behalf while he was out of town and profited from that activity.  
McCollum engaged in the sales of a multitude of drugs to increase his drug customer base.  
McCollum engaged in the sale of highly addictive drugs, i.e. heroin, Fentanyl, methamphetamine 
and crack cocaine.  McCollum knew that the sale of highly addictive drugs would create and 
perpetuate drug addicted persons in Shawano County and elsewhere that would result in repeat 
drug customers.  McCollum regularly communicated with drug customers who McCollum knew were 
re-sellers of the drugs and/or “middlers” who would continue to bring drug customers to McCollum 
for a portion of the drugs as a reward.  McCollum knowingly engaged in the sale and distribution of 
heroin and Fentanyl that have a high propensity to cause death in users. McCollum engaged in this 
criminal activity with impunity and purely for profit. Shawano County has seen a significant increase 
in the availability of crack cocaine, methamphetamine and heroin which is directly attributed to the 
McCollum conspiracy to traffic controlled substances in Shawano County and other counties in 
northeastern Wisconsin.     

CO-CONSPIRATORS OF MCCOLLUM a/k/a "SPORT" DRUG CONSPIRACY  

The investigation of the McCollum, a/k/a, “Sport”- drug trafficking business has identified the following 
people to have been integral participants in the trafficking of many types of controlled substances and 
detailing their specific activities in furtherance of the conspiracy which was directed and lead by 
McCollum: 
 

Desiree Webster: 

Desiree Webster (DW) was the girlfriend of McCollum from October 2017 to June 2018. Webster 
was aware of McCollum’s drug dealing operation and was an integral part of the operation.  
McCollum utilized Webster to transport an array of drugs from Milwaukee to Shawano on a weekly 
basis.  Webster advised that she had made 50 trips with McCollum to and from Milwaukee from 
January 2018 to June 25, 2018.  Webster described the types and amounts of drugs. Investigators 
were able to develop a historical amount of drugs based on the information received from Webster 
and supported by the other information in the investigation.  The following amounts of drugs are 
attributed to McCollum and Webster: Heroin 200 grams, powdered Cocaine 1150 grams, crack 
Cocaine 1150 grams, Methamphetamine 600 grams. Webster has cooperated by giving law 
enforcement a detailed account of McCollum’s trafficking in a variety of controlled substances.  

Georgia Johnson “Mama G”:  

Georgia Johnson was the owner of the house and allowed McCollum and Webster to live with her 
and deal drugs from her residence.  Johnson received payment and other items in exchange was 
aware of drug the activity occurring at her residence.   Johnson provided assistance to McCollum by 
providing him with her residence to operate his drug trafficking business.  Johnson did so fully 
aware of McCollum’s drug activity and did so for an extended period of time.   

Christine Hensel & Conjetta Lazarro: 

Christine Hensel (CH) and Conjetts Lazarro (CL) reside together in Hensel’s house.  Both are 
methamphetamine and heroin users and sellers.  Hensel and Lazarro resided two houses way from 
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Georgia Johnson’s, a/k/a Mama G. residence where McCollum operated his drug trafficking 
business.  Further investigation shows that Hensel and Lazarro were observed on surveillance 
traveling to and from Johnson’s house to deal with McCollum.  Messages obtained through 
McCollum’s phone indicate that Hensel was traveling with McCollum during their drug activities. 
Hensel was found to be attempting to collect outstanding drug debts on McCollum’s behalf.  
Following the arrest of McCollum and Webster on June 25, 2018, it appeared that the heroin and 
methamphetamine vacuum created was picked up by Christine Hensel.  Hensel resides at 226 E. 
Center Street three houses from Johnson’s and where McCollum resided.  Hensel and Lazarro were 
documented in obtaining drugs from McCollum that were re-sold to their customers.  Hensel and 
Lazarro also brought customers to McCollum during the time that McCollum was dealing in 
Shawano.  Hensel was documented in a jail video call with McCollum.  During the video call Hensel 
and McCollum discussed Hensel collecting outstanding drug debts owed to McCollum.    
 
Craig Johnston provided information about Christine Hensel’s drug activity. Johnston provided 
sufficient details to positively identify Christine Hensel.  Johnston advised that after McCollum’s 
arrest that Johnston began purchasing methamphetamine from Hensel.  Johnston advised that he 
purchased a half-gram of methamphetamine from her two to three times per week from June 2018 
through December 1, 2018 when Hensel was arrested again on drug related charges in Shawano.  
Johnston advised that Hensel charged $100 per gram for the methamphetamine.  Based on the 
information provided, Hensel delivered an estimated 48 to 72 times with an approximate weight of 
24-36 grams.    
 
Kyle Collins: 
 
Kyle Collins was a regular customer of Jaral McCollum’s for the purchase of controlled substances.  
Collins worked in cooperation with McCollum to bring McCollum drug customers.  Collins would 
benefit from this activity by receiving drugs from McCollum as reward or payment for bringing 
McCollum drug customers.   
 

Craig Johnston:  

Craig Johnston was a major customer of McCollum’s for powder cocaine and methamphetamine.  
Johnston admitted in his interview that he McCollum would front up to a half ounce of drugs at a 
time to Johnston and Johnston would also put down payments on drugs before McCollum would 
travel to Milwaukee to purchase them.   
 
Andrea Hokenstad: Hokenstad resides across the street from Georgia Johnson.  Hokenstad is a 
known drug addict and was sourced by McCollum.  Hokenstad was known to obtain drugs from 
McCollum for resale to others.  Hokenstad was also holding and selling drugs for McCollum when 
McCollum was not in the Shawano area.   
 
COMMUNICATION DEVICE(S) ANALYSIS 
 
McCollum was known to utilize multiple cell phones and the phone numbers of 414-252-6575, 414-
460-8561 I-phone seized on traffic stop, 435-820-4672 flip phone seized on traffic stop and 480-
819-8528 were identified.   
 
The cellular devices of McCollum were seized during the search warrant and subsequently 
forensically downloaded and analyzed by Det. Chris Gamm of the Shawano County Sheriff’s Office.  
Det. Gamm analyzed the communications between McCollum and list of other subjects known and 
unknown.  Det. Gamm isolated conversations that he deemed were drug related based on his law 
enforcement experience.  Det. Gamm compiled those conversations and provided them to S/A 
Carroll for further analysis and summarization for the purpose of showing the scope of McCollum’s 
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drug trafficking activity in Shawano County.   Det. Gamm prepared a report documenting his 
process for identifying and extracting the data from the devices.  S/A Carroll reviewed the reports 
prepared by Detective Gamm regarding information from cell phones used by McCollum and others.  
S/A Carroll learned that there were conversations between McCollum and others that were deemed 
drug related.  
 
S/A Carroll reviewed the messages and found that there were messages that were clearly indicative 
of drug sales and distribution.  S/A Carroll knows that persons involved in the sale, distribution, 
purchasing and use of illegal drugs will use coded terminology for the types of drugs, drug qualities, 
drug weights and other matters relating to drug trafficking activity.  The conversations and 
vernacular used are somewhat subjective but based on the facts of the investigation combined with 
investigators who maintain their knowledge of commonly used drug terms as well as general 
common sense it is possible to decode the messages and provide the actual intent of the 
conversations.  Not all communications were detailed in this report.  A representative sample of 
conversations were analyzed to document the conspiratorial criminal activity between individuals in 
the conspiracy.   

KYLE COLLINS AND JARAL – SMS 
 

The folder COLLINS AND JARAL SMS contained an excel file that had a summary of text message 
conversations between McCollum and Kyle Collins.  The file contained text messages from 
04/27/2018 through 05/4/2018.  The conversation analyzed began with discussion about meeting 
up.  The conversation clearly developed into references about drugs.  Message line #18 – From 
Collins to McCollum: 
 

“2 and a half hard grits hard candy, what u need ?” “So can i grab it now or u want me to just 
come with the person ? Cum wit them and wats up wit ours? 
 
Analysis – Collins is asking for 2.5 grams of crack cocaine and is asking McCollum how 

much it will cost.  McCollum responds that it will cost $250.  Collins is asking McCollum if he should 
come with the person that Collins is middling for or if he can come before and get it fronted.  
McCollum advised Collins to bring the customer and then asks about money owed to McCollum 
from Collins.  Message line #56 –  

 
“Well if u do what needs to be done number wise i will keep u with da shit but when u go shit like 

750 850 that takes out my store money and makes me have to replace it well u do what u 

wanna do” 

Analysis – The message is from McCollum to Collins telling him that if he has the money for 
the drugs he will continue to source him but that if he doesn’t bring him the money owed that 
McCollum goes to Milwaukee to resupply that he will have less money and that will limit how 
much drugs he can purchase and can bring back.   
 

ANDREA HOKENSTAD AND JARAL MCCOLLUM SMS 
 
The file contained conversations from a number of phone numbers used by Jaral McCollum and listed 
conversations with Andrea Hokenstad.  The file contained text messages from March 2018 through 
June 2018.  Detective Gamm advised that during the forensic acquisition of the data the system was 
unable to recover date/time stamps of some of the messages which prevented them from being listed in 
chronological order.  The conversations are listed as Incoming (to the phone/device) and Outgoing 
(from the phone/device).  The Outgoing messages do not have the date/time stamps and had to be 
analyzed in reference to the sequence of the conversation. The conversations extracted were analyzed 
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and a number of conversations are summarized below as representative to the conspiratorial activities 
of AH and JM: 
 

2018-03-03 – AH to JM on 715-304-7793 – “hey this is Andrea knocked on mama gs door no one 
answered”. This message identifies AH as the message sender and shows that AH was making 
drug purchases from JM at Georgia Johnson’s house.  
 
2018-03-20 – AH to JM on 715-304-7977 asking if McCollum is going to be around to sell her 
drugs, AH offering to bring a vacuum cleaner to JM in exchange for $20 in drugs and informing JM 
she is on her way to meet him. This message shows regular contact between AH and JM. AH was 
known to be an addict and purchased drugs regularly from JM.  AH’s activity becomes 
conspiratorial when AH develops and brings drug customers to JM and “middles” drug deals 
between JM and other customers.  AH does this to receive a portion of the drugs “cut” from the 
customer or “reward” from JM.   
 
2018-06-18 – AH to JM on 715-304-7977 “Hey it's Andrea what's up with you today?”.  This 
message shows that the user of the phone is AH contacting JM on a different number. This shows 
that JM is utilizing multiple cell phone numbers which is indicative of a high-level drug dealer.  A 
drug dealer will change numbers to avoid law enforcement detection.  
 
2018-06-18 – AH to JM on 715-304-6586 – “Hey it's Andrea what's up with you today?” and JM 
responding “Can ya bring it over”.   
 
2018-04-26 – AH to JM on 715-304-7977 “Hey when you gonna be back”.  This message shows 
that AH has information from JM about being in the area and when out of the area.  
 
2018-06-22 AM 06:06:19 – AH to JM on 715-304-7977 “Hey you awake? I have someone 
looking for some”. AH asking if JM is awake so that she can obtain drugs from JM or bring a 
person to obtain drugs from JM.  AH would receive a portion of the drugs or a separate reward 
amount from JM.   
 
2018-06-23 –AH to JM on 715-304-7977 “I'm going to be back in shawano soon can I come grab a 
little when I get back”, “I actually only have 30 that's all Tracy wants give me till he's d ?”, “Can I ask 
you a favor will you front me a 40 and Tracy will fix ev} ”, “Hey I'm coming over for a 40 and. A 20 I 
have cash”.  AH is “middling” a drug deal between Tracy and JM.   
 
2018-06-24 – AH to JM on 715-304-7977 “Hey I have a sale for you if you want it”.  AH advising 
JM that AH has a drug customer for JM if JM wants the sale.  AH benefits by receiving a “cut” of 
drugs from the customer or a “reward” of drugs from JM for bringing the drug customer.   

GEORGIA JOHNSON a/k/a “MAMA G” AND JARAL MCCOLLUM SMS 
 

The file contained conversations from a number of phone numbers used by Jaral McCollum and 
listed conversations with Georgia Johnson “Mama G” (GJ).  The file contained text messages from 
April 2018 through June 2018.  Detective Gamm advised that during the forensic acquisition of the 
data the system was unable to recover date/time stamps of some of the messages which prevented 
them from being listed in chronological order.  The conversations are listed as Incoming (to the 
phone/device) and Outgoing (from the phone/device).  The Outgoing messages do not have the 
date/time stamps and had to be analyzed in reference to the sequence of the conversation. The 
conversations extracted were analyzed and a number of conversations are summarized below as 
representative to the conspiratorial activities of GJ and JM: 
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2018-06-25 – GJ to JM on “I will not answer the door just let him knock then he will leave”, JM to 
GJ “Dano cant be over there so if he come tell him beat it”, “Give christine 3 them lil boys for 
120” Analysis: This is a significant conversation and depicts the conspiratorial drug activity of JM 
and GJ.  JM is instructing GJ to provide three “lil boys” to Christine Hensel. Boy or Boi is a 
common term for heroin.  Christine Hensel is a known heroin addict and heroin customer of 
JM’s.  A “lil boy” would be “point” or tenth of a gram which would sell for $40 each and total cost 
for three would be $120.  
 

CHRISTINE HENSEL & CONJETTA LAZZARO TO JARAL MCCOLLUM SMS 
 

The file contained conversations from a number of phone numbers used by Jaral McCollum and listed 
conversations with Christine Hensel and Conjetta Lazzaro. Lazzaro and Hensel were known to use the 
same cell phone.  The file contained text messages from April 2018 through June 2018.  Detective 
Gamm advised that during the forensic acquisition of the data the system was unable to recover 
date/time stamps of some of the messages which prevented them from being listed in chronological 
order.  The conversations are listed as Incoming (to the phone/device) and Outgoing (from the 
phone/device).  The Outgoing messages do not have the date/time stamps and had to be analyzed in 
reference to the sequence of the conversation. The conversations extracted were analyzed and a 
number of conversations are summarized below as representative to the activities of Christine Hensel, 
Conjetta Lazzaro, and Jaral McCollum: 
 
   2018-04-09-CH/CL to JM “U bak..? Crandon girls here” 
 
Analysis: This message provides supporting documentation that CH and CL would bring customers 
from the Crandon area to buy drugs from McCollum 
 
   2018-05-04- CH/CL to JM “How many pts ma got? 
 
    JM to CH/CL “Wat you got money for” 
 
Analysis: CH/CL are asking McCollum how many point, or tenth grams, of either heroin or meth that 
Georgia Johnson aka Momma G has, and McCollum asking how much money they have to 
determine how much product to set aside. 
 

             2018-05-29- CH/CL to JM “1/2pd for 1100…1 pd 2000” 
 

Analysis: This message demonstrates CH/CL discussing the price of a half-pound of marijuana 
being $1,100 and a full pound of marijuana for $2,000 with McCollum.  

 CRAIG JOHNSTON AND JARAL MCCOLLUM SMS 
 

The file contained conversations from a number of phone numbers used by Jaral McCollum (JM) and 
listed conversations with Craig Johnston (CJ). The file contained text messages from May 2018 through 
June 2018.  Detective Gamm advised that during the forensic acquisition of the data the system was 
unable to recover date/time stamps of some of the messages which prevented them from being listed in 
chronological order.  The conversations are listed as Incoming (to the phone/device) and Outgoing 
(from the phone/device).  The Outgoing messages do not have the date/time stamps and had to be 
analyzed in reference to the sequence of the conversation. The conversations extracted were analyzed 
and a number of conversations are summarized below as representative to the activities of Craig 
Johnston and Jaral McCollum: 
 
   2018-06-24 CJ to JM “If that Tina comes around can you pick that birch up”, “Can 
you leave with momma  $100” 
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Analysis: This message is CJ asking JM for methamphetamine, referred to by the street name 
“Tina”. CJ then asks JM to leave it with “momma” who is Georgia “Mama G” Johnson. CJ states his 
intent to purchase $100 of the meth.  

DESIREE WEBSTER SMS 
 

The file contained conversations from Desiree Webster (DW) to other co-conspirators, regarding the 
information below this messaging was between Webster and Andrea Hokenstad (AH). The 
conversations extracted were analyzed and a number of conversations are summarized below as 
representative to the conspiratorial activities of Desiree Webster 
 
 2018-06-01 From AH to DW: “Can mama g run me a 50 but i need change for a 100 please” 
  DW to AH: “Don't have no change but will give you a nice piece for that hundo” 
 
Analysis: This conversation details Hokenstad contacting Webster to facilitate a transaction with 
Georgia Johnson for $50 worth of cocaine. Webster advises they do not have change for Hokenstad’s 
$100, but will sell Hokenstad $100 worth of the drugs.  
 
2018-06-01 From DW to AH: “Yup and aye from now on fallen ain’t allowed over here so don’t be 
sending her over here for you frfr Adreas”  
 
        AH to DW: “That was her money dear” 
 

      DW to AH: “Well you come over cause she isn’t allowed over here I just said                            
regardless 
 
     AH to DW: Not mine and I am sorry is there a problem with her? 
 
     DW to AH: There has been and after last night no she isn’t allowed over here 
 
    AH to DW: I respect your wishes and I will not come and get her stuff and I will 
                       make sure that she doesn't come over there ever again 
 

      DW to AH: Well if she needs something than that's where you come in , but the  
only thing I ask is that I'm telling you she isn't allowed over cause 
you the one I know she close with 
 

Analysis: This conversation details that Webster does not want Fallen Spiegel coming over to the 
residence of Georgia Johnson where Webster and McCollum reside. Hokenstad is directed by Webster 
that if Spiegel needs drugs that Hokenstad will have to “middle” the transaction as Spiegel isn’t 
welcome at the residence.  
 
Statements by Desiree A. Webster, Georgia L. Johnson, a/k/a Mama-G, Kyle A, Collins, Anthony 
Warrington, Craig A. Johnston, Conjetta L. Lazzaro and Fallon I. Spiegel are presumed to be truthful 
and reliable as the statements that they made are against their penal interests and as witnesses to 
violations of law that occurred in their presence and that they participated in during the trafficking of 
drugs for Jaral McCollum.   
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All of the above incidents occurred in Shawano County, Wisconsin. 
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